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CHAPTER I. 

The Geometry of So mas in Elliptic Space, 

SECTION I. 

Soma and Its Transformations; 

§ 1. 

Soma and Its Coordinates. 

When we consider a rigid body in the elliptic space, its position 
in the space is always determined by three oriental lines which are 
fixed in the body and cut orthogonally each other. This figure can 
be brought to oo 6 different positions. Every position is called a ' Soma ' 
and any determinate one the 'protosoma' by Study. From the pro
tosoma every other soma is obtained. by a determinate motion. - - -Consider-three oriented lines OXi, 0.A'.;, O.Xs which intersect ortho-
gonally each other and any point P in the space. Let 

a= XLYi_OPi, 

(3 = 4L40~, 
r = XX~OPa, 

OP 
r= K ., 

where Jc2 is the measure of curvature1 of the spac:!, 

If we define the coordinates of the point P by the ratio2 

1, 2 See Coolidge, 'Non-euclidean Geometry', p. 53, 68. 



such that 

where 
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- %ii 
cos r = V(xx) , 

K sin r cos a == 
1
/(:.x-) , 

Ksin rcas /9 == vt2
) , xz 

V • _ Z3 
1l- Slll r COS r = ✓(zz) , 

Then tbe motion in the elliptic space may be represented by the 
equation1 

where 

and 

X'=PXQ (IPl· 1 QI=!= 0 ) •••·••••• (i), 

.X', P, .X; Q are the quaternions such that 

LY'== zo'+ix/+fzl +kz./, 

P == Po+ip.+ip2+kPs, 

Q = qo+iq1+Jq2+kqs. 

I Pl= Po'+ Pl+ Pl+ Pa2
, 

I QI== q/+q/ +- q/+q/, 

i2+1 f+I=k2+I=y~+I 

-;1+ kf=ki+ ik==y·+ Ji=o. 

From (1) we see that a soma can be represented by the para
meters PQ. For the sake of brevity, we will assume hereafter that 

without loss of generality. 
If a soma P' Q' can be brought to another soma P'' Q" by a motion 

PQ, then the following equations will hold by (1) : 

PP'=P" 00'=0" , ~~ ~ , 
where 

1 See Klein, ' Zur nicht-euklidischen Geometrie ', Math. Ann. 27. 
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Let us now put 

then the following identity exists : 

Hereafter we shall define the ratios 

as the coordinates of the soma PQ. (iX), (rX) are analogous to the 
coordinates of a cross.1 For the sake of compactness of expression in 
some of the following formulre, we will replace these two sets (1X), (rX) 
by a single set of parameters of dual sort. 

We will introduce dual quantities2 of the sort a1e+ bre (A) which 
are subjected to the following rules of multiplication of units : 

Or shown with the diagram 

,e o ,e 

For two such dual numbers, the following relations are true : 

(a1e+b,e) X (a1
1e+b're)=aa1

1e+bb're, 

(a1e+ bre)+(a'1e+b',.e) = :, ,.e + !, re. 

The dual quantities satisfy associative, commutative and distribu
tive laws, but when 

1 See Coolidge, 'Noneuclidean Geometry,' p. 124. 

2 Scheffers, Ann., 39, 297. 
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AxB=o, 

A or B=o 
is not always true. 

We shall call the dual numbers which are formed from (1X), (,X) 
such that 

.ff&o = zXo zf! +,.Xo ,.e, 
%1 = zXize +,X2,e, 

%2 = zX2ze +,X2,.e, 

.ff&s = zXs ze + ,..x; ,.e 

the 'dual coordinates' of the soma (zX), (,.X). 
Let us now put 

% = .ff&o + i%1 + j%2 + kt&a, 

:o/ = :o/o + ir:o/ + j:o/2 + k:o/a, 

then the quaternions with dual coefficients (biquaternions) may be 
written in the form 

where 
zX= zXo + i z.,.Y;_ + jzx; + k zX:i, 

zX=,Xo + i,.Xi + j,.x; + k,.x;. 

The motion A by which a Soma (%) is brought to another soma (:o/) 
may be given by the equation 

where 

Or 

% = %0-i%1-j%2-k.ff&s, 

A = Ao+zA1+JA2+kclti, 

Ao = % o :o/ o + % 1 :o/ 1 + % 2 :o/ 2 + % a :o/ a, 

At =t&o :o/1-%1 :o/0+%2 :o/s-.ff&s :o/2, 
A2 = Jl;o :o/ 2- %1 :o/ s- %2 :o/ o+ .ff&s :o/ 1, 

AJ = .ff&o Y's+ %1 :o/2-%2 :o/1-%3 :o/o, 

The totality of all oo 6 somas can be put one to one correspond
ence with the totality of all oo 6 paits of points, or with that of all 
co 6 pairs of planes, one in each of real, projectively defined spaces. 

For the sake of clearness we shall assume our soma-space is 
doubly overlaid. We shall say that a soma belongs to the ' upper 
layer,' when it is represented by a pair of points; when it is rep1ese::nted 
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by a pair of planes, we shall spe.3.k of a soma of the lower layer. The 
two spaces shall be called in either case the ' representing spaces.' 

When 
(x) { A} (x');1 

the cosines of the K"' parts of the amounts of the left and right trans
lations in the motion are equal to 

1Ao rAo 

✓(1A1A) ' ✓(rArA) 
respectively. 

The equation of motion given in (1) may also be written in the 
fo1ms 

where 

:i:' c = SooZo + S01X1 + S02%2 + SosXa, 

.1:11 = S10Xo + S11X1 + S12X2 + Sis-1:s, 

x' 2 = S:oZo + S21X1 + S2!X2 + S2sX1, 

.1:'a = SJoXo + Ss1Xi + Ss2X2 + SrnXs, 

500 = Poqo-P1q1 - P,q2-Psqs, S01 = - Poq1 -Piqo + P2qs-Psq2, 

S02 = Poq2-P1qJ-P2qo+ Psq1, S03 = Poqa+ Jiq2-P5q1-Pa%, 

S10 =}2qo+Poq1-Psq2+Pzqs, S11 =Piq1+Poqo+Paq3 +}fiq2, 

512 = -P1q2+Poqs-Psqo-}2q1, 51a = -p1qs-Poq2-fsq1+Pzqo, 

520 = P1qo + p.q1 + Poq2-Jiqs, 521 = Pzq1 + Psqo-Poqs-Jiq2, 

522 = Pzq2 + }Jqa + Poqo+ }iq1, 52s = f2qa-:P.iq2 + Poq1-Piqo, 

Sao= Psqo-Pzq1+P1q;.+Poqi, Sa1 = -Psq1-P2qo+Piqa+Paq2, 

5s2 = -Psq2-Pzqs+ P1qo-Poq1, 5s1 = Psqs+P2q2+P1q1 + Poqo, 

Now let (X), (p13Y be Klein's coordinates and Plucker's coordinates 
of a line and (X'), (P'.1) be that of the transformed line in the above 
motion respectively, then 

' X' X'✓- \Yo' x/\ 2Jo1 = 1 1 + r 1 - I = 2 1 J'o y/ --------
1 This notation means that the soma (X) is brought to the soma (X') by the motion ('4)· 
2 ( X) = (1X1 : 1X2 : 1Xs : rXi.: rX2 : rXa), 

1•j =l;:;JI· 
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= 
2

1 Soo So1 So2 Soa, , ,'t'o .X1 .X2 .X3 I 
S10 S11 S12 S13 Yo Y1 Y~ Ya 

then 

In the same manner, we can show that 

z.A';'-f-,,...,Y;/ ✓-1 = (zLYz+.-X; ✓- 1) JPJ· J QI, 

zXa'+,,.Xa' ✓-1 = (zXa+..Xa ✓-1)JPJ • JQJ. 

Therefore the cross defined by the ratios (1X1: 1.Xi : 1Xa), (.Xi : .X2 : ..Xa) 
remains itself in this motion. The cross (1X), (..X) shall be called the 
' director-cross ' of the motion. 

§ 2. 

The Special Position of Two Somas, 

If a soma (%') is obtained from another soma(%) by a motion in which 
the amounts of left and right translations a1e equal, then 

If 

then 

Therefore 

(zX'zX)2 
( 1.X',X)2 

(zX' zX') (zLYzX) - (,.X',.X')(,.X,.X) 

(%){A}(%'), 
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Since 

it follows that 

1X/=zAo z-"Yo-1A1 z-<¼-zA~ zX2-zAJ z.Xa, 

1X/=1A1 zXo+ zAo 1X1 + zAs z-"Y2- zA2 zXa, 

z.,.Y,/=zAi zXo- zAs 1X1 + zAo z-"Y2+ zA1 z.XJ, 
0

1-"¼ 1= zAa z-"Yo + zA2 1X1- zA1 z-"¼ + zAo z.A'.;, 

,..l{/=,.Ao..Xo-..A1,..,.Y1-,.A2,,..,.°Y;i-,.Aa .-X:i, 

,.X1
1 =,.A1 ,X1 + ,.A0 ,..,-Y1 + ,.A8,.X2-,.A2 Xs, 

,.Xl=..A2rX2-,.A3,..1'.:J+ ..Ao,..,-1.':i+ ,.A1 A'.';i. 

(zXzX)= -,.(X,.X), 

But in our case 

provided that 

Hence, we have 

(iX'zX) = + --;==(i==,.X='==,rX=;=)~ 
- /( X' X')( XX) - - / ( V 1,.X')(,.X, i:r) V l l l l V ,._,._._ Li 

This is the relation analogous to the condition1 of the intersection of 
two crossses in the elliptic space. The converse of this theorem is also 
true. The motion here consi

0

dered shall be called 'equitranslation in 
left and right' (or simply equitranslation) and the somas (Z), (~') 'equi
translational somas.' 

A rotation about the origin of coordinates may be represented by 
the equation 

X'=PXP. 

Therefore, it is easily seen that this motion is an equitranslation. 
If a soma (~') can be obtained from another soma (Z) by a half 

translation, then 
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In this case 1A and rA must be vectors. Further, it follows that 

(X' X)=(X'IX)=o, 
where 

Or 

This is an analogous relation to the condition of orthogonal intersec
tion of two crosses in the elliptic space. When one soma (:21,) lies in 
the lower layer the condition takes the form 

Two orthogonal somas will be represented by two orthogonal points 
(planes) in the both representing spaces. When one lies in the lower 
layer two orthogonal somas will be represented by a point and a plane 
in the united position. Thus two orthogonal somas will be represented 
by a plane element (a system of a point and a plane in the united 
position) after Lie. 

The two somas of which one can be brought to the other by a 
half translation shall be called ' orthogonal somas.' 

We shall introduce the conception of parataxy of somas. Two 
somas shall be called 'left (right) paratactic' if one can be brought 
from the other by a right (left) translation. For a right (left) trans
lation Q (P) is merely a real number. Therefore, if two somas (J?;;), (J?;;') 
be left (right) paratactic, then 

x, • X· X.• v _ x,1. VI, X.'• X'( ,r, v. }{.· v _ VI, Vf. X'• X.') 
l O•l l•! 2,z.-l.3-z O •zLl.1 •! 2 •! 3 ,Ll.O•r-"1 1•, 2•rLl.a-rLl.Q •rLl.l •r 2 •r 3 • 

§ 3. 

The Fundamental Somas and Improper Somas. 

Let us consider the prot<;>soma represented by the coordinate axes 
➔ -~ ➔ 
OX1, OX2, 0~, then we know that its coordinates P Q are equal to 
the ratios 

( 1000) ( 1000 ). 

We can obtain the three somas represented by the system of the ori
ental lines 
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- ~ <-( ox;_, O.J';, OXa), 

- -'> -( OX~, OX2, OXa), 
,(,- ~ _.,. 

(OX11 ox;, o.x;), 

by the half translations along to the crosses formed by the lines OX~, 
OX2• ox;, and their absolute polars respectively. The coordinates (zX) 
(rX) of these somas a1e equal to the ratios 

(oroo) (0100), 

(0010) (0010), 

(0001) (0001), 

respectively. Of course, these somas are orthogonal to each other by 
the definition of orthogonality. We shall call the soma as well as the 
protosoma itself the ' fundamental somas.' The fundamental somas are 
analogous to the edge-crosses of the fundamental orthogonal tetrahed
ron1 in the elliptic space. 

Sometimes it is convenient to consider certain imagina1y somas 
called ' improper somas.' 

The imaginary somas defined by the equation 

shall be called left (right improper somas. The left (and right) im
proper somas will constitute a system which shall be called the '. impro
per somas of the first sort.' 

We shall consider another sort of improper somas whose coordi
nates satisfy the relations 

Or 
(zLYzX) = (rXrX) = 0. 

(%%) = o. 

Such somas shall be called ' improper somas of the second sort ' 
The figure formed by the . totality of the improper somas of the second 
s01t shall be called 'the soma-absolute.' Thus w~ see that the equa
tion to it 

1 A tetrahedron whose opposite edges are formed by crosses cutting orthogonally each 
other. 
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A left (right) improper soma will be represented by a point in 
the absolute quadric in the left (right) representing space and a point 
not in the absolute quadric in the right (left) representing space. 

An improper soma of the second s01t will be represented by a 
pair of points in the absolute quadrics in the both representing spaces. 

The left (right) improper soma (Jl) in the lower layer will be 
represented by a tangent plane in the absolute quadric in the left (right) 
representing space and a plane not touching the absolute quaddc in 
the right (left) representing space. 

An improper soma of the second sort will be represented by a 
pair of tangent planes to the absolute quadric in the both representing 
spaces. 

The 01thogonality of an improper soma(%) and a soma (Jl) in the 
lower layer' shall be defined by the equation 

(.f2l&;,) = o. 

§ 4. 

The Functions of the Dual Coordinates of Somas. 

If (tr;,) and (tr;,') be two proper somas, then 

where 1D and rD are the amounts of the left and light translations 
in the motion by which the soma (&%,') is brought from the soma (&;,). 

Now we see that 
,D + rD cos I( 1e cos I( ,e 

( X' X) (rX' rX) --==z===~z= ze +--:=;=~==c==.=ri"======,e 
✓ (rX', X')(rXrX) ✓ (rX' rX')(, X,.X) 

(tr;,'~) 
- --:",===.=;====-:-:---

1/ ( Jg I Jg')( ~'g % ) 

We shall define the dual distance of the two somas (&;,), (&%,') by 

the dual quantity 
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And we shall fm ther define the cosine of the dual d1!:.tance by the 
dual quantity 

When the somas (%), (%') are orthogonal 

Therefore 
qD 

cos I( =O. 

Notice that 1f and f are analogous to the Criffo1d's angles1 of 

two crosses in the elliptic space. 

Further we shall define sin : by the expression such that 

• qD ✓ .@ sm - =1-cos·-
K K' 

Thus the expression for sin i becomes 

Let the expre!>sion J(XY) be such that 

J(XY) = -~§~~ ' 
then 

(XI Y) = (zJ:iY) 
------,~="='==;=c== 
,l(1XzX)(1Y;Y) ,l(1X~X)(1YiY) 

= 2 sin ,,D+ zD . rD- zD 
I( . sm I{ 

,D+ 1D . rD-zD 
2 cos 1( . sm I( 

1 See Coolidge's ' Non-euclidean Geometry,' p. 126. 
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Hence 

Thus we can say that the absolute invariant J(XY) is equal to the 
product of the tangents of the su'm and difference of the K"' part of 
the amounts of the right and left translations in the motion by which 
the soma (:f) is brought from the soma (%). 

The figure formed by the totality of somas whose dual distances 
from a fixed soma are constant shall be called a ' soma-sphere.' The 
equation to a soma sphere is 

A soma sphere will be represented by a pair of two spheres in the 
representing spaces. 

The figure formed by three somas shall be called a soma-triangle. 
This is represented by a pair of triangles in the both representing spaces. 

Let us now consider a dual function formed by the dual coordi
nates of a soma tdangle [( %)(:f )( J )] such that 

where 

We see that 

%0 ~i;l J};J ,%3 

1%:fJI= YoY1'!/2:fs 
1/o,li/2/3 

• ( <It' !!If ) _ j lzXiYiZI~ j 1,X;.Y,.Z/~ 
sm <!<:> J l = ( Z X)( Y, Y)( ZZ) ,e + ( K: ~)( Y. Y)( Z Z) ,.e zLz ll ll rLrL r, rr 

The function sin(% :f J) shall be called sine-amplitude of the soma-tri
angle. This function is a dual quantity formed by the sine-amplitudes 
of the triangles in the representing spaces corresponding to the soma
triangle. 

The figure formed by four somas shall be called a ' soma-tetra
hedron.' A soma-tetrahedron will be represented by a pair of tetra
hedrons each formed by the four points in the representing spaces 
corresponding to the given somas. 
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If we now consider the function formed by the dual coordinates 
of the four somas forming a soma-tetrahedron such that 

then we see that 

. - I l-Xi YiZi WI 
sm (.% ~; w) - ✓11-XiX)(l=:cy;:=::l-y=-)=;=(lZ'='.'1=:':Z::=:J(=lw,=l=w==)=le. 

+ J,X,.Y,.ZrWJ 
✓(..XrX)(rY, Y)(rZrZ)(rW,.W) 

The dual quantity shall be called ' sine-amplitudes ' of the soma-tetra
hedron formed by the four somas. This is the dual quantity formed 
by the sine-amplitudes of the tetrahedrons in the representing spaces 
corresponding to the soma-tetrahedron. 

Let us assume that the somas (~), (;), ('b'), (w) are such somas 
that no two of these are paratactic and satisfying the condition 

I~ Jwl = o. 

Such an aggregates of somas shall be called a ' normal net of somas.' 
There is a soma orthogonal to all the somas of the normal nel of 
somas which is given by the dual coordinates (Jl) such that 

This soma shall be called the ' nucleus ' of the normal net of somas. 
Let us consider four somas (:r), (; ), (w), ('b') of which no two are para
tactic with the conditions 

(lYz,ZzWzT) = 0 ((rY,.ZrW,.T) = o), 

(rY,ZrvV.T) = 0 ((ll~ZiWlT) = o). 

These indicate that (lY), (lZ), (lW)(1T) [(rY), (,Z), (rW), (rT)] are the 
solutions of the equation 

(l[lzX) = o ((rU,.X) = o) .................. (i). 

Conversely, the somas whose coordinates satisfy the equation (i) possess 
the property that they can be equitranslational only when they are 
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orthogonal witn those somas which belong to the system of the left 
(right) paratactic somas obtained by giving the left• (right) system of 
coordinates the fixed values (iU) ((rU)). 

We shall call the assemblage of all the somas satisfying such an 
equation as (i) "! 'left (right) normal net' of somas. 

Now we will define the dual double ratio. Let (%), (:o/), ( /-), ('7;') 
be the dual coordinates of any four somas of which no two are para
tactic belonging to a one dimentional soma chain1 whose equations.are 

%, = af!l, + b~i 

and (R), (S) be those of any two somas which do not belong to any 
left (right) n01mal net of somas with any two of them, We shall de
fine the ratio of the dual quantities. 

sin (f!ll,S% J-) . sin (f!ll,S%'7%) 
sin (f!ll,S!f J) · sin ({!l{,S!f 1%) 

the dual double ratio of the four somas (%), (f!/), (!-), (1%) and denote 
it by the symbol 

The dual double ratio is independent of the somas (f!ll,), (S). This may 
be written in the form 

§ 5. 

The '!ransformation-group of the Soma-space 
in the Elliptic Space. 

The group of dual projective geometry contains 30 essentiai pa1 a
meters and is isormorphic with the 30 parameter group of two projec
tive spaces. The group is constituted from two parts ; 

( i) the half simple subgroup @10 under which left and right para
taxy of somas are invariant, 

(2) &j10 where the two sorts of parataxy are interchanged. 

1 This will be defined in ~6. 
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Somas of different layers aro subjecteo to contragradient trans
formations under -@30 ,P30 , and the 01 thogonality of two somas of differ
ent layers in an invariant under all transformations of the group. 

The transformations of .Pso fo1 m no group, two compound transform
ation of the transformations of .\310 being a transfo1mation of the group 
@30• Every transformation of ®so has the form 

i = o, I, 2, 3, 

where 

This transformation shall be called ' dual collineation.' This equations 
may also be written in the form 

Dual double ratio is an invariant for the transformation of @30• We 
shall define bie+are as the conjugate dualitic quantity to aie+bre and 
denote by ;f, Thus the general transformation of S)30 is 

This may be obtained from the general transfo1mation of ®so com
bined the transformation 

The transformation shall be called ' dual anticollineation.' Dual 
anticollineation interchanges left and right parataxy of somas. 

The transformation of @30 are obtained by combining those of @30 

with an interchange of left and dght parataxy of somas. This combi
nation will produce a transformation of @30 when applied in their order. 
But it is not, in general. commutative. 

There is another sort of transformation by which dual soma coor
dinates of one layer are expressed as linear function of the other, i.e., 

%.' = (A.2L), ........................... (i) 

I A,j I =l= o. 

This is formed by a transformation of @30 compounded with the trans
formation 

3:, / = !ll... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (ii) 
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This simple transformation is merely replacing each soma of one layer 
by the some of the other conincident with it. The transformation (1) 
shall be called ' dual correlation.' 

We have another transformation 

This is composed from a transformafion of @30 and a transformation 

!1!, l = !ll,,,. 

Or this may be composed from a dual correlation and transformation 

!1/,/ = 7i!,,. 

The transformation !11,,,, = i!,t is the interchange of left and right trans
lations in a soma in the lower layer. This transformation shall be called 
' dual anticorrelation.' 

The determinant formed by the dual coordinates of any four somas 
is evidently invariant under the group @30• 

@30 has two invariants 15 parametric subgroups z@16, r@15 which are 
formed by. the most general transformations, transforming each of somas 
into another, respectively left and right paratactic to it. These groups 
are intransitive and each is isormorphic with the general quaternary 
projective group. 

Another subgroups @13, &;}12 of @30 are the 12 parametric groups 
constituted of all orthogonal transformations among (iX) and (, X). 

Here cos ~ and cos ri of two somas are invariable for the trans-

formation of the groups @12, &;}12 ; hen.ce two orthogonal so mas are trans
formed into such ones. The groups @12, .p12 make invariable the 
equation: 

And any soma-sphere is an invariant figure for these transform
ations of the group. This may also be considered as a dual collinea
tion of soma which leaves the soma absolute absolutely invariant or 
the absolute quadrics in the representing spaces invariant. 

The groups @12, &12 are composed of all transfor?J-ations of somas 
@12 by which all the generators of the absolute quadric in the repre
senting spaces are transformed in itself, and s:i12 by which all generators 
of the different sets are permutated. The group @12 may be written 
in the form 
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The transformations may be decomposed into two sorts of trans
formations ; 

tr!, I = J/, tr!, , 

tr!,' = ~PIJ-

Therefore @12 can be decomposed into two commutative groups @6 and 
@s', which are defined by the two kinds of transformations of the above 
respectively. 

@6 is the group of motions of somas. 
Further the transformation of the group @6 can be classified into 

the two kinds : 

,.X' =..X,.B. 

The transformations define two subgroups z@8, ,.@8 of the group 
@6• z@s .and ,.@8 are evidently groups of the left and right translation 
respectively. By these transformations of z@8 (,.@3), any soma is trans
formed to a soma right (left) paratactic to the soma. 

SECTION II. 

The Soma-manifoldness in the Elliptic Space. 

Let us consider a soma-manifoldness whose dual coordinates are 
linearly dependent for a fixed different somas, i.e. 

ptl!,.=aotJ!,_,,(O)+a1 Jr:,,.'1)......... +antr:,fn) i=O, I, 2, 3 

a, : real. 

We shall define the above soma-manifoldness an 'n-dimensional 
soma-chain' and (tr:,<0>), (tr!,C1)), ... , (tr:,Cn)) shall be called the' bases' of 
the soma-chain. The fundamental soma-chains are one, two, three 
dimensional soma' chains. We shall use the notation Cn to represent 
a n dimensional soma chain. Any n+ I somas of Cn 

p tr!,.= ao(l) tr:,, (OJ+ alm tf!,,ll) + ••• 

p :/ ,=a/2> tr!,/O> + a/2l Jr:,/ll + ... + an (2) tr:,,i,'n), 
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may be taken as its bases, provided that 

an<l) l=j=o. 
a (n+1) 

n 

If of two families of ·somas of different layers each consists of all 
the somas which are orthogonal to all the somas of the other, ·then 
the both families are soma-chains. 

We shall call the soma-chain arrdnged to pair 'reciprocal soma 
chain' to each other. 

§ 6, 

The One-dimensional Soma-chain. 

The one-dimensional soma-chain has the equations 

Or 

Let us consider the case in which 

(i=o, r, 2, 3) 

a, b; real 

I zYzZIC1> 4= O, I rY,Z I =I= O. 

In this case (zY), (1Z) are not linearly depent and (rY) (rZ) are also 
such ones. Such a soma-chain shall be called a 'soma-chain regulus.' 
A soma-chain regulus will be represented by a pair of rows of points 
(shea', ·f planes) projectively related in the both representing spaces. 

Every soma-chain regulus has at least one pair of real somas, 
called 'principal somas,' which are 01 thogonal. To find these, we must 
solve the equation 

Or 

(a!I +b J-, a'!I +b' J-)=o. 

aa1
( 1Y;Y) +(ab'+ a'b)(1Y;Z) + bb'(1Z,,Z) =O, 

aa'(r:V,.Y) +(ab'+ a'b)(rY,.Z) +bb'(rZ,Z)=o. 

1 I means I z Y1Zj::j::o, etc. that all the determinants of the matrics II I Yo l Yi I y21 ~ II are zZo zZ1 zZ2 1Za 
not equal to zero. 
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By the elimination of a'. : b' from these equations, we have a quad
ratic in a : b ; i e., 

The discriminant of the equation is 

Therefore the roots can not be complex. The discriminant may be 
considered as the simultaneous invariant of the forms 

(a1 Y+b1Z, a1Y+b1Z)=o, 

(arY+brZ, a, Y+brZ)=O 

for a : b. When our somas have real coordinates, the roots of each 
of these two quadratic equations are conjugate complex pairs and two 
such pairs can not separate one another harmonically: hence the simul
taneous invariant is not zero. Thus the somas are distinct ones. 

In general, one of the principal somas are not the soma which is 
obtained by half translation from the other along one of the crosses 
formed · by a line of these three oriented lines representing the ,other 
and its absolute polar. Let us consider the case in which one of the 
principal somas is obtained by a half translation from the other. In 
this case, let us take the principal somas as the fundamental somas 
(ooro) (ooro) and (ooor) (ooor), then the equations to the soma-chain 
may be reduced to its canonical form 
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Such a sort of soma-chain can be generated by the half translations 
from the protosoma along every cross of a cross-chain/ provided that 
the soma is represented by the two• oriented lines of the principal 
crosses2 of the cross-chain and of the cross cutting orthogonally the 
principal crosses. From the cross-chain 

a soma-chain of such a sort that 

may be generated by the half translations from the protosoma properly 
taken. 

Let us consider a special case in which 

We can write the equation of the soma-chain in the form 

zXo=rXo=o, 
zXi =,Xi= o, 

Any soma in this system is transformed into another of the same 
system by the equitranslation about .x;_-axis, thus 

p rXo1=D, 

p zXi'=o, Pr.,Ki.'=o, 

P zJ4'=a (PorJ4-:PirXs), P ~ 1 =PorJ4-P1 ,Xa. 

P 1Xs' =a (P1 ~+ Po rXs), P rXs' -'P1 rL½+ Po r.A:.i• 

l, 2 See Coolidge's dis,ertation, 'Dual Projective Geometry,' p. 24 ,25. 
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Therefore we have 

General C1 

P 2Ll'.t=a 2Yt+ b 2Zi, p ,X.,,=a r~ + b rZi, (i= I, 2, 3), ••• (i) 

can be generated by half translations of a soma with respect to every 
cross of the chain1 from a fixed soma (3') with respect to the cross 
(X) has the coordinates 

'zXi'= 1X2 zTo-z~¾ z½+ z.x'; zTa, 'i: rXi'=rL½rTo-,-LYar½+r.x';rTa, 

'z~1 = z.x'; zTo + z.Xa z'.I'i-zLY;_ z Ta, , rXl =,L½ rTo + rL¼ /Ti- rX1 rTa, 

T zL¼1 = z.Xa zTo-zX2 zTi + zXi z½, • rXl = rXa rTo-rX2 r½ + ;.LY;_ rTi. (ii) 

By substituting the values of (X) in (1) to (ii) we have 

Or, 

fl zXo' = -(a zYi +b zZ1) zTi-(a z ½+ b zZ2) zJ;-(a z½+ b z.Zs) zTa, 

P zX/= (a zYi+b zZ1) zTo-(a zYs+b zZ3) zJ;+(a zYi+ b zZ2) zTa, 

p zL½1 = (a z~ +b zZ3) zTo+ (a /Y~+ b 1Z2) 11;-(a zYi + b 1Z1) zT:i, 

P zL¼1 = (a zYs+ b zZ:1) zTo-(a zJ?;+ b zZ2) z½ + (a zYi +b zZ,) zTi.. 

PrXo'=- (a rYi+b rZ1) rTi-(a rJ?;+ b rZ2) r1;-(a rYa+b r.Zs), ~. 

PrLY/= (a ,.Jl;_ + b rZ1) rTo-(a rYs+b ,Z1) r½+ (a rJ?;+ b rZi)rT:i, 

p,X/= (arYs+b ,.Za) rTo+(arY2+brZ2) rTi-(arYi +b rZ2), 1;. 

PrXs' = (a rYs +b .-Z:1) rTo-(a rYz-+ b ,Z2) /7;_ + (a rYi +b ,2;_) r½ 

See Coolidge'b dissertation, " Dual Projective Geometry," 1904, p. 24. 
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zYi zTo-z½ zJ;+z½ zT.i)+ b ( zZi zTo-zZazJ;+z~ zT:i), 

z½ zTo-!:: zYs zTi-zY; iT:i) + b ( iZH1~+ iZa iTi-iZuT:i), 

z Ya zTo- z Y; zTi. + z Yi i'.l;) + b ( zZa zTo- iZ2 zTi. + zZ1 zJ;), 

P rXo'=a( - r}; rTi.-rY; r'.l;-, YsrT:i),+ b(-rZ1rTi-rZJTJ;-,ZsrTs), 

Pr-Xi'=a( •rYirTo-rYsrJ;+r½rT:i)+ b( rZ1rTo-rZs,J;+~rZs), 

P r:!41 =a( ~½ r.Ta+, Ya, 1;.-, Y; ,I;)+ b( ,.2; rTa+,ZarTi.-,Z1,T:i), 

P ,X's' =a ( ,Ys,To-,½rTi. + ,Y;_,7;) + b( ,Zs,Ta-,Z2,Ti. +,Z1, Ti). 

Let us consider the case in which the matrices 

lz½ZI = O, 

lzYzZ] =!= o, 

( j,:V,:ZI =!= o), 

( I, YrZI = o).} ............... (i) 

In such cases (1Y), (1Z), ((,Y), (,Z)) are lineally independent; the somas 
in this chain are all left (right) paratactic. Such a family can be 
generated from a fixed soma (f!l) by the half translations, with respect 
to each cross of a left (right) strip,1 i.e., from the left strip 

pzX .. =a 1Yi+b 1z .. , p~=a ,y.+b ,z .. , 
zYi =rzZ., 

the following soma-system can be geneiated : 

µ 1Xo=(-zYiP1-z½h-zY,Pa)(a+br), 

Or 

µ 1X1=( z½Po-zY;p,i+ z½h)(a+ br), 

µ l.X:i=( z½Po+ zYsh - zl~ Ps)(a+ br) 

µz.Xs=( zYs.Po-z½Pt+zYih)(a-t-br). 

µ ,Xo=a (-,Yi qo-, 11; q1-,Ys qi)+b (-,Z1 qo-rZ2 q1-rYs qi), 

µ,Xi=a ( rYi qo+rYa q2 ...... ,Jl; qa)+b ( rZ1q1+,2'.1 qJ-r½ qo), 

µ ,J4=a ( ,½ q5-,Y,, qt+, Yi qa)+ b ( ,Z2 qu-rZa ql +.,Z1 q;), 

µ,}4=a (-,.Y; qo+r½ q1-,Ys q2)+b ( ,ZJ qo+,Z2 q1-,Z1 q2), 

But the lines of left strip are the gene1ators of a Clifford's sur
face.1 Thus the family of somas can be generated by the half-trans
lations along each pair of generators of a Clifford's surface. 

1 See Coolidge, 'Non-euclidean Geometry.' p, 128. 
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The system of the somas defined by (i) shall be called left (right) 
" one dimensional soma-strip" or merely soma-strip. 

The reciprocal soma-system to a soma-strip is given by the equations 

§ 7. 

The Two-dimensional Soma-chain. 

General two-dimensional soma-chain is a system of somas which 
has the coordinates linearly dependent with' real coefficients on those 
of three given somas, i.e., 

Or this may be written in the form 

There occur many cases : 

case I. 

Or 
15" Jwl =4= o, 

z'=O, I, 2, 3 •...•• (i). 

I zYz.ZzWI =i= 0, lrJ'';Z, WI =i= O. 

Such C2 shall be called ' soma-chain cong1 uence.' In this case the 
coordinates (1Y), (1Z), (1W) are linearly independent. (rY), (rZ), (.,.W) are 
also such ones. The system of somas are represented by two projec
tive fields of points, ( or two projective bundles of planes in the lower 
layer) in the representing spaces. And the somas (u) in the lower layer 
such that 

(.2l) = 15" J wl 

is orthogonal to eve1y somas of the soma-chain. For 

A soma, orthogonal to all the somas of the soma-chain, shall be 
called 'soma-nucleus' of the soma-chain congruence. If we take the 
soma-nucleus as the protOS(?ma (1000)(1000), t}:len the equation of the 
soma-chain congruence ma.Y. be writien in the form 

l See Klefo •Zur Nichteuclidischen Geometrie,' Math. Ann., 27 (1890> 
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PrXo=0, 

p zX1=a zYi + b zZi +c zTi, p ,-LY;_=a rYi+b ,.Z1 +c, 7;_. 

p zLYi=a z};+ b zZi.+c z½, p ,..%;:-a,.}; +b rZ2 +c ,.7;. 

P z.K.i=a zY. +b zZs +c zTa, p .Xa=a rYs+ b ,.Za+ c~Ta, 

Solving for a, b, c the equations in the right and substituting in the 
left, we have 

z.Xo=..Xo=o 
zLYi=(a1 ,.X1), 

zL~ = ( a2 ,.LY), 

z.K.i=( r3 ,.X). 

Taking the nµcleus as the protosoma, if the somas (orno)(oroo), 
(0010)(0010), (0001)(0001) are included in the soma-chain congruence 
and these somas are taken as the bases of the soma-chain congruence, 
then we have the equations 

P zLYo=,.Xo=O 

p zLYi = a ,...,I;_, 

PzLJ'.'.;=a,~, 

p zLYJ=a ,Ll-3• 

Such a special soma-chain congruence can be generated by half 
translations along every cross of cross chain congruence by taking the 
line$ of cross which coincide with its reciprocal cross-chain congruence. 
as the representation of the protosoma, i.e , from a cross-chain con) 
gruence 

the soma-chain 

can be generated 

p zXi = a1 ,LY;_, 

p zLY2=a2,..x;, 

p zXa=a3 ..Xa, 

z-A'.o=,-LY0=0 

zLYi = a1 ,.LY1 

zLJ'.'.;=a,.LY; 

z .. Ka = as ..X2 

General soma chain C2 may be generated by the half translations from 
a fixed soma (/ii) along every cross of chain congruence1 whose equa
tions are 
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pzX.=a z~+b zZ;,+c zW-., p,..X.,;=a,.~+b,.Z.+c ,.W., 

The proof is analogous with the case of the generation of c;_. As the 
result of the generation, we have the soma-chain c; which has the 
equations 

<11Xa=a ( -zYi z½ - zY: zJ;-zYs zTs)+ b (-zZuTi.-zZiiJ;-zZHTs) 
+c (-zWizT1-zJ½ z½-zl½ zTa), 

<1 1LY;=a ( 1½ 1To-1½ 1½ + zYi zTs)+b ( 1ZuTo-1Za z½+zZs zTs) 
+c (zWi zTo-zWa z½+ zWa zTs), 

<11X2=a ( 1½ zTo +1Y1 zTi.-zYi zT.)+ b ( 1Z21Ti. +zZa 1T1-zZ11Ta) 

+c (zJ½ zTo+1WazTi.-1Wi zTs), 

<1 z~=a ( z½ zTo- 1½ 1Ti. + zYi i'.I'i)+ b ( zZa zTo-zZ1 z½+ zZ1 z~) 

+ c (zWa zTo-zWa zTi + iH7i zJ;). 

u >\'.';i=a (-,.Yi, Ti.-,.J?; ,.7;- ,.Ya ~Ts)+ b (-,.Zi. ,.7;_-,.ZJ ,.7;-,.Za ,.Ts) 

+ C ( - r Wj r½ - r w; ,.7;_- r J½ ,.T.,), 

<1 rLYi=a ( ,.Yi_ ,.To-, Ya ,.Ti +,.Ya ,.Ts)+b ( ,.Z1 ,.To-..Za ,.7;+,.2:a ,.Ts) 
+c( ,.w;_ ,.To-,.1½,.Ti+,.1½,.T.), 

u ,X; =a ( ,.Y;,.To+, Ya ,.Ti_-,.Y; ,.Ts) +b ( ,.Z2,.1l+,.Z3 /I;_-,.Z. ~1;) 
+ C (,. W°i ,.To +,.J½ ,.]~ -,.Wi_ ,.Ts), 

u ;XJ=a ( ,.Ys ,.To-,.Y; ,.7;_ +,.:v; ,.7;.)+ b ( ,.Za ,.T0-,.Z2 ,.7;_ + ,Z1 ,.7;) 
+c (,.T½,.To-,.Wi,,Ti. +,.Wi.,.7;). 

The soma chain congruence, represented by the equation (i), are 
represented by a pair of fields of points projectively related in the 
representing spaces. 

Case 2. 

1z:v;z;w1 =o ( l,.Y,.Z,.)171 =o); l,.Y,.Z,.WI =j::: o, ( j,.Y,.Z,.WI =I= o). 

In this case the coordinates (zY), (zZ), (zW) (,.Y), (,.Z). (,.W) are 
linearly dependent. This system is represented by a row of points in 
the left (right) representing space and a field of points in the right 
(left) representing space. Or this is represented by a sheaf of planes 
in the left (right) repre'lenting space and a bundle of planes in the 
right (left) representing space in the lower layer. Such a system con
tains clearly a one-dimensional' soma-strip.' Since (1Y), (1Z), (zW), (,.Y), 
(,.Z), (,.W) are linearly dependent, 
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The1efo1e 

Let us now put 

then 
a+cJ.t=, b+cµ=nz, 

p z.X.=l 1~+1n 1z. (,.X,=l, Y; +m rZ,). 

p ,..J:..=(l-cA)rY; + (m-cµ)rZ,(zX.=(l-cJ.)1Y; + (m-cµ)zZ,). 

Therefore the soma-chain can be grouped into paratactic soma-ships. 

§ 8. 

The Three-dimensional Soma-chain. 

The three-dimensional somc;i.-chain is fo1 med by all the soma
manifoldness, which have the coordinates linearly · dependent with real 
coefficients on those of four given somas. As before we write the 
equations in the form 

p%,=af!/,+bJ.+cB'.+dw, z=o, 1, 2, 3 ............ (1). 
I 

These equations may be also written as follows : 

p1Xr,=azY; + biZ.+czT. +dzu;,:. p,.,,Y,=ar~+ brZ,+.c, T,, +drliV"t. 

Case I. 
If!/ J 3'wl = p1oper dual number1. 

Or lzYzZz.TzWI =f= O, lrYrZrTrWI =I= 0. •••·······•····(1i). 

In this case the four given somas do not lie on one and the same 
plane in both of the representing spaces. Let us now solve a : b . c : d 

from the equations 
P z.X. = 2 a z Y., 

and substitute in the equations 

then we have the equations 

z.X.=(a. zX), 

The last 1elation is easily seen, for 

I a.1 I =I= o .............. (iii). 

t A proper dual number 1s such one that aze+he (ax ~=I= o) 
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I 1Yi 1Zr., zT, zW, I 
I zYzZzTzT,VI 

Conve1sely, we can reach to the equations (1)> (ii) from (iii), (iv). 
We shall call the C3 as 'homographic soma-chain (soma-chain 

complex)'. 
( 1X) and (rX) of a hom~graphic three dimensional soma-chain have 
a collinear relation with non-vanishing discriminant. Conversely. every 
three dimensional soma-chain, so related, is homographic. Therefore 
the relation (iii) may be interpreted as a collinear relation between the 
two representing spaces. If, the points (1X) trace a row of points, the 
corresponding points (rX) will trace a second row, projectively related 
with the rows (rX). and conversely. Further if the points (1X) trace 
a field . of points, then the corresponding points (,.X) will trace also a 
field of points, projectively related with (1X), and conversely. Thus 
we obtain oo 3 soma-chain congruences, contained in the soma chain 
complex. The somas of each soma-chain congruence are orthogonal 
to the nucleus of the soma-chain congruence, (in the other layer). \Ve 
have to find the locus of the nuclei. Since the coordinates (1U), (rU) 
of this nucleus are plane-coordinates of the collinear fields in the .repre
senting spaces, they must' be related by the transformation contragra
dient. Conversely, when we have given one soma of the lower layer 
( 1U), (rU), it will be 01thogonal with but a single soma of the given 
soma-complex, in the case when its (1U) (, U) are connected by the 

relation contragredient to (tii), it will be the nucleus of a soma-chain 
congruence of the given soma-complex. 

These nuclei will thus form a second three dimensional soma-chain, 
whose equations are 

µ, U.=(AirU) ........................... (v), 

where A,1 is the cofactor of the element a,3 in the determinant Ja,1J. 
We shall call this soma-chain complex, the 'reciprocal soma-chain 
complex ' of the given soma-chain complex. 

No two somas of a homographic soma complex are paratactic. 
Each soma in, space has a single left and a 1ight paratactic soma in 
the homog1aphic soma complex. For the equation 
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p ,}{,,' = (zazX) (p , }{,/ = (ra,.X)) 

have one and only one system of the solution. 
If we suppose two reciprocal soma-chain complexes are superposed, 

that is to say, when considered as belonging to the same layer, do 
they have any common soma? To investigate this, we replace (1U) 
and (,JJ) in the equation (v) by (p 1X) and (p rX) respectively, and 
substitute the value (,.X) expressed by (1X) in the 1ight hand side of 
the resulting equation, then we have 

where 
-r Xt = (b.iX) ........................ (vi), 

, 
b;,3 = bj• = ~ Au. Aj,.• 

k-U 

Therefore, we have a symmetric determinant equation by eliminating 
( 1X) from the equations (vi) : 

boo-'< bo1 bo2 bo3 =O •••.•.••. (vii). 

b10 b11-'< bl!J. b13 

b20 b21 b22-'< b23 

bao b31 ba2 bJ3-, 

But as a symmetric determinant equation has always real roots, we 
have four real rnots for ,. The somas corresponding to the four roots 
of the equation (vii) are orthogonal to one another. 

Three dimensional soma chain C3 can be generated from a chain 
congruence (i) by the equitranslations of a soma (ti) along every cross 
of the chain cqngruence as in the case with C2• The resulting soma 
chain has the equations 

P zXo' =zTozLYo+ a(-zTizYz-z½zYz-zTazl':i) +b(-1TizZi.-z½zZ2-1Ta1Z1) 

+ c(-1Ti1Wi-1½z°l½-1Ta1 Wa), 

P zXi1 =z-Tiz-Xi. +a( 1To1Yi-1Ta/I":;+ z½zYz) + b( 1TazZi-,Ta1Z2+ 1T..1Za) 

+ c( zTozWi - zTaz°l½ + z½z Wa), 

P z.,.Y;{ =z½zL½+ a( zTazYi +zTozYz-zT-izYs) +b( zTizZs+ 1To1Z2-1Ti1Z;) 

+ c(zTaz Wi + zTaz Wz- zTiz Wa), 

P z.X./ =e'.I':11.J,X:-;+ a( -z½z½ + zTiz½+ zTazYz) + b( -z½1Z1 + zJ;zZ~+ zTozZ3) 
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P rXs' =r4rX3+ a(-r'.Z;rYi+rTirY,;+,.To,.Ya)+b(-,.T_,Z1 + rTr1Z1 + jT,lrZJ) 

+c(-,.J;rWi+r'.TirliVi+rTorliVs), 

P rXi1 =r'.Ti..Xi + a( rTo, Yi- rTar ½ + r'.l;,. Ya)+ b( rTorZl - , TarZ. + , 1;, Zi) 

+c(,.To,.W1-rTirr~+ .. l;r'Wi), 

P ..Xi.'= r½r.A'; + a( rTar Yi+ rTor Y,;-/I'ir ½) + b( , Ta..Z1 + rTorZ2 - , 7;.,ZJ) 

+c( rTarWi +rTo,Wo-rTirWJ), 

P rX"a1 =rTarX"a+ a(-r'.l;,.Y;_ +r1T,.l';+ .. To,.Y;)+b(-r2T,.Z1 + r1T,.Z2 +, To,Z.1) 

+c(- .. 2T,.W1 +rTi., f-17;,+rTorJiVi). 

Therefore the soma-chain is C3• 

The above four somas found as the roots of the equation ( vii) are 
not in general identical with the soma and the three somas obtained 
by-the half translations along to the three lines representing it. But 
as a special case, if the four somas can be looked upon as the funda
mental somas (rooo)(10000), (0100)(0100), (0010)(0010), (0001)(0001), 
the equation to the soma-chain complex may be reduced to the can
onical fo1 ms 

The equation of the reciprocal soma-chain complex must have the f01m 

I 
z[/4= - rU., 

a, 
i=O, I, 2, 3. 

Such a soma chain complex can be generated by the equitranslations 
along each cross of a homographic chain congruence from the somas 
defined by three orthogonal somas of the chain-congruence which are 
superposed with the somas of its reciprocal congruence. 
There ate two specially interesting cases among homographic soma 
chain complexes : 

where i,;: k, s is a permutation of the figures o, 1, 2, 3. 
In the case (r) 

1 See Coolidge's dissertation, ' Dual Projective Geometry,' p. 40. 
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We can write the equations to the homographic soma-chain complex 
in the forms 

zLYo1 = a rXo, 

zLY,=a,X., 

z.X: = brL½, 

zLYi. = b 1LY, •. 

Let us now consider the case 

i= r, j=z, k= 3 

and apply the equitranslation with respect to the LY;_-axis, then the 
soma (Jg) will be transformed into the soma (Jg'). The relations be
tween (Jg) and Uig ') are 

Thus 

p zLYo' =a ( Po rLYo-Pt ,,LY;_), p,LYo' = Po ,LYo-Pi ,LYo, 

P zLYi'=a (-Pi rLYo-Po ,LY;_), P rLY/= -Pi ,LYo-Po rLYi, 

p zL0,1=b ( -Po rL½-P1,Xs), p rL¼1= -Po ,LY,.-ji ,-L¼, 

(J zL¼1 =b ( P1 rLY.i-Pu ,LY;), P rL½1 = P1 rLY,.+ Po ,LY; 

iXo' = a rLYo1
, 

iXi.' = a rLY/' 
zL½,1 =b ,-241

, 

Therefore a soma of the soma-chain complex is transformed into another 
soma of the soma complex by the transformation. In the same man
ner, we can prove that the general case is true for the LYt-axis. 
Case 3. 

We may assume, by suitable choice of the bases of the homo
graphic sonia chain complex that 

a0 > o, ao = b, 

a1 >o, a1 = b, 

a2 >o, aJ = b, 

ll3 > 0, ll3 = b. 

But a rotation about the origin is defined by the equations 
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Or 

PtL4J1 =Po zLYo-JJi zLYi.-h zLl';-Pa tLYs, PrXo' =Po ,LYo-P1 rLYi.-P2rX2-ParLYs, 

PzX! =P1 z~Yo +Po zLYi.-Pa zLYi+h lx;, PrX! ......:pl ,Xo+ Po rX1-ParA'.~+ P2rXa, 

PzJ4.' P2 zLYo+Pa zL½ + Po zLYi-Pi zL""fs, PrLYl=P2 ,LYo+Pa rL½ +.PorLZe-P1r-Ka, 

PzLYs'-}J zLYo-P2 zXi+ Pi zLZe'+ Po zXs, pr.Xa'=Pa1LYo-P2 rLY.~ +P1rL½+PorXa . 

Therefore by the substitution of 
••. .•• (v111). 

zXo = brXo, 

in (viii), we have 

p zL4J1 = b(PorLYo-P1rXJ. - P2,LY.~ -p lrx:1), p 1 Xo' = po, L4J - Pi, fr.~ - Pi,..LYi-PJrLYs, 

PzX.' =b(PirXo + PorL½ - jJi,.X1, + P2r.Xa), P rXi.1 =jJ1,Xc, + Po,Xi-PJrX2+ l!rLYs, 

Pz.J{l =b~f2rXo+ Pa,X1 + PorL½ -P1rXa), PrX/=jJo,Xo+ ParXi + Po,X2-P1rL¼, 

PzXa' ..:.b;p,irXo-P2,X1+ P1,x:,+po,LYs), Pr.Xa' =PJrLYo-P2rX1 +P1rLYi+Pa,XJ, 

Thus 

Therefore such a soma-chain is transformed into itself by any rotation 
about the origin. 

Case II. 

lz:VzZzTzWI =O, ( j,.:V,:ZrT,.Wj =O), I rYrZrT,.Wj =f= O, ( lzYzZzTzWI =f= o). 

In this case the coordinates (1Y),(1Z),(1T),(1W),(rY),(rZ),(,T),(rW) 
of the given four somas are linearly dependent ; thus the four points 
correspondent to (zY), (1Z), (1T), (1 W) [(, Y) (,Z), (rT), (, W)] in the left 
(right) representing space are coplanar, i.e. 

z W. = lz Y. + 711zZt + 1Zz T.,,, (rT1V, = li Yi+ mrZ, + 11, T,.). 
Therefore 
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p zXt = (a+ld) z~+(b+md) zZi+(c+nd) zT.., 

(p ,.}{. = (a+ld) rY. +(b+md) rZ,+(c+nd) rT..). 

Let us now put 

then we have 

PzX. =P1Y. + qzZ, +siT,, PrXt=P, }: -i--qrZ, +srT.-d(lrY,,+m,Z,+ nrT.,,) 

(p,X. =Pr~+ qrZ. + s, T.,,, f'zXt=Pz Y. + qzZ1, + SzT.- d(lz ~ + 11lzZ1, + 1ZzT,)). 

Therefore in this case, the system of somas can be grouped into a 
system of one dimensional soma strips. The canonical form of the 
equations of the soma chain will be 

And 

Since by assumption 

zXio = aio rXio, 

1Xii = ai1 ..Xii, 
zXi2 = ai2 ..Xii, 

1Xi3 = o. 

z~, z~ z~ is a permutation 

of o, r, 2, 3 tak~n three 

at once. 

a<l> bCl> c<lJ d(t) 

aC2) b<2> cC2> dc2J 

acai b<a> c<a> d<aJ 

aC4) bC4) cC4l d(4l 

=O. 

• lz YiZzTz WI 

one of a0, a1, a2, a3 must be zero. This is the fact which we have to 

prove. 
When the rank of the determinant 

is one, we have a system of ·paratactic somas. 
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Case III. 

If 

without the vanishing of the fir.st miµors of either determinant, we have 
C./ whose somas are all orthogonal to all the somas of the C3 • ( 3

1 

may be represented by the equations (in the lower layer) 

f!I 3 f!/' 1., f5' s h J 1., 1 s ('3 ti,, ti. W3 W1., Wo 

pui= A I j I k Is + µ ~ ti,, tis + lJ W 3 Wk Ws + a f!/'3 f!I',., f!l' s 

/J3 ti,., /J's Wj W1., W f5' 3 f5' 7., f5' s J :i J 7., J s 

A system of somas whose dual coordinates (Je) are functions of three 
essential real parameters u,.v, w shall be called 'soma-system JJ.' We 
mean by the ' general position' such a position where the determinant 

is a proper dual number, i.e. 

I 1
u alu alu alu 1--1- 0 I u a,.u a,.u a,.u 1--1- o. 

du ov i) w =t= ' ,. iJu iJv iJ w =t= 

In this case, we .shall have as the coordinates of the common 
orthogonal soma to a soma (u), (u+du1), (u+du2) (taken in the lower 
layer) of such a system JJ the following ratio: 

- l7<,<1)du2+ Vi_<1)dv2+ v;_c1)dw2·: v;p)du2+ 17ic2)dv2+ 17zc2)dw2 

: v;,c3)du2+ ViC~)dw2+ v;_c3)dw2 : v;,c4)du2 + Vi_C4)dw2+ v;_c4)dw2, 

If the soma (JL), (Jl+dJL) are fixed, then the totalisy of the ortho
gonal somas to the soma (2l) 1 (Jl+dJ!,1), (.2.l+dJ/,2) forms a soma
chain complex 

Specially in the case, 

I iJJl iJJL oJL 1- . Jlciuav OW = o, le. 
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the soma, whose dual coordinates are 

a :ll1 a xk a .2l. au 7u au 
a :ll1 a xk ax. ------' av av av 
a :ll1 ax,, ax. 
aw aw aw 

is the common orthogonal soma to a soma (.2l) and every one of the 
somas adjacent to it. 

CHAPTER Il, 

The Geometry of Somas in the Hyperbolic Space, 

SECTION I. 

Soma and Its Transformations. 

§ 9. 

Soma and Its Coordinates, 

Let A represents a quaternion 

and A 

where 

i2+ r =P+ r=k2 + r=&l+ r 

=ij+ji-=;1+/g'=ki+z'k=o. 

Taking the coordinate in the hyperbolic space as in the elliptic 
space, we can write the eq1Jation to the absolute in this space in the 
form 

For the sake of brevity, we put the measure of the curvature of the 

space 12 equal to - I, and take as the coordinates of a point (.l'll) the 

ratio (.x) such that 
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Thus we see that (z) is equal to the ratio of four real numbers. 
The equation to the absolute may be written in the following form 

by adopting the new coordinates : 

Let us now put 
e = .x1 +1:1:1 +;:X-2 +kz3 
', - ' 

.Xo 

then the rotation about the coordinate-o(igin is represented by the 
equation 

The translation by which the origin is brought to the point 

where 

is given by the equation 

By the combination of the two kinds of motions, any motion in 
the hyperbolic space, can be obtained. Thus any motion in the space 
may be represented by the transformation equation 

~' = 1-~+~ ........................ (1), 
B~+A 

where 

The transformation may also be represented by the bi-quaternion 

A+BO', 
where O' is a unit such that 

z'O'+O'i =Ja+O'j = o. 

The compound motion of the two motions A1 +B10"•and A 2 +B20' 

is given by the motion A 2 + B3a such that 
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Every biquaternion 

1epresents a motion when 

J::hus, for a motion 
A+Ba, 

( ao-ia1-)'a2-ka3)(bo+ib1 + jb2+ kb3) 

must have the form 

Let us put 

and substitute 

P1+ipJ+iP1, i.e. 

aofJ3-aif>2+alJ1- a3bo = o. 

. . ( . ") O'IJ = e s·= ~ a· 

b0 = bo, 

b1 = b1, 

b2 = b2, 

then the biquaternion (A+ Ba) may be written in the form 

with the condition 

Now let 
Ai +B1a = (C+Da)(A+Ba), 

then 
A1+B1a = CA+DB+(CB+D.A.)a ............ (ii). 

The entire preceeding part of this paragraph is abstracted from 
Vahlen's paper, 'Ueber Bewegungen und complex Zahlen,' Math. Ann. 
Vol. 55, p. 585 and Vahlen's book, 'Abstruckte Geometrie,' pp. 

279-283. 
We shall define a soma and the protosoma as in the case of the 

elliptic space by a position of a rigid body and a fixed position re
spectively. A soma is represented by three oriented lines cutting 
orthogonally each other and fixed in the body, thus a soma can be 
brought from the protosoma who,e representing oriented lines coincide 
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with the coordinate-axes. Thus a soma may be represented by the 
biquaternion A+ Ba. 

A motion represented by A +Ba may- be expressed by the equations 

:to'=( ao0 + lt/+ az2+ al+ bl+ b/ + bl+ bl) z0+ 2 ( a0b0 + a/>1 + a 2b2 + aaba) z, 

+ 2 (a0b1-a0b1- a2'>3 + b2a3) .x2 + 2 (a0b2+ aib3-b0a2-a3b1) x8, 

x! = 2 (a0bo-a1b1 -a2b2 +aab3) .Xo +( ao'1·- 2a1-az2 + aa2+ bl-bl- bl+ bg2).x1, 

+ 2 (- aoa1-a2a3+ b0b1 + b2b3) .x2+ 2 (-a0a2+ a1a3+ b0b2-b1b3) x3, 

xl = 2 ( «ob1 + lli bo - a2ba- asb2) Zo + 2 ( aoa1 - a2as + bob1 - b2ba) Z1 

+(al-a/+az2-al-b0
2+ bl-bl+b12).x2+ 2(a-0a3-a1a2 +b1b;+ bol>s)zs, 

.x/ =2 (ao1>2+ aiba + boa2+ b1a 3) x0 + 2 (a0a2 +b0b2+ a1a3+ b1b3) Z:i. 

+ 2(aoa3-a1a2+ b1b2- bl>s) .x2+ 2(al+ al-az2-ag2-b0
2-b?- bz2+ b/).x3 • 

If we put 

a0+,l-1 b0=(/o, c0+,I- I do=f:Jo, ao' +,I- 2 bo'=rto', 

a1+,I- 1 b1=a1. c1+,/- 1 d1=f:J1, a/+-,1- I b!=ai, 

a2+,l=-i b2=02, C2+,I- 1 d2=fJ2, al +,l-1 b/=al, 

aa+,I- 2 b3=aa, c3+i/- I da=f:Js, as' +,I- I bs'=as', 

then the relation (ii) may be represented by anothyr set of equations. 
Since 

oo' =-aoi.:3-a1c2+ a2C1 -a-sc0+ b0d 3+ 1>1d 2 +1>id1 + b3d 0 

+1/- I (a0d 3+ a1d 2-a2d 1 +a3d 0+ b0c3+b1c2 -1>2c1 + bsc0), 

~=~-~-~+~-~+~+~+~ 

+,/- l (-ct0d 2 +a1dJ+a2d 0+a3d 1-b0c2 + b1c3 +b2c0 + b3c:1), 

a/= -a0c1 + a 1c0-Ct2C3 -a3C2 + b0d 1- b1d 0+ b2d3 + b8d2 

+ ,;=z ( aod1 - a1do + a2da + aad2 + bo<-'1 - b1 Co+ b2Ca + baca), 

~=~+~+~-~~~-~-~+~ 

+i/- I (-a0d 0 -a1d1-a2d2+a3d2-b0c0-b1c1-b2c + b3Cs), 

-(/l=Poao-Pii1-fi2'a2-Paaa, 

-al ~-fi/io+to01 +Pii2+Pi;2, 
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-a/= - P2ao+ ilaa1 + iloa2+ P1aa, 
- ao' = Paao+ P.a1-P1a2+ Po(/J• 

Hence, we have 

where 
-A'= B.A, ........................ (iii), 

A= a3 +ai+a1j+ook, 

A'= aa'+a/i+o/j+a/k, 

B = f3a+f3ii+/3d+f3ok, 

Therefore the motion B of the soma A to the soma A' may be given 
by the equation (iii). 

Th'e biquateinion A.+Bo- which represents a soma may also writ
ten in the form 

Therefore the composition of the two motions P, Q may be exp1essed 
by the equation 

whe1e 
P'=Q.P, 

Q =-(c0+d0e)+(c1 +die) i-(c2+d2e)j+(ca+cfae) k, 

P'=-(ao' +bo'e)+a/+b/e) z'-(a/ +ble)j+(aa' +bs'e) k. 

Or at full length, it may be written in the fo1m 

Thus 

-( ao' + ~0s) +(at' +b1e) i-(al +b2e)j+ (aa' + b3e) k 

=(c0 + d0e)(a0+ b00:)-(c1 + d1e)(a1 + b1e)-(c2+ d1e)(a2+ b2e) 

-(aJ + bJe) (a3 +b3e) 

+ [ -(c1 +d1e)(a0+ b0e)-(co+d0e)(a2+b2e) + (c3 +d3e)(a2+b2e) 

-(c2 +d2e)(a3 +b3e)] i 

+ [(c2+d2e)(a0+ b0E) + (c3 +d3e)(a1 + b2e)+ (co+ d0e)(a2 + b2e) 

+ (c1 + di,e)(aa +bae)Jj 

+ [ -(ca+ d~e)(a0+ boe) + (c2+c4c)(a1 +b1e)-(c1 + d1e)(a2 + b2e) 

-(c0 +cfoe)(aa+bae)] k. 

ao' +bo'e. -(c0 +doe)(a0 +b0e)+ (ci+ di_e)(a1 + /1s) + (c2 +d2e)(a2 +b2e) 

+(cs+ 4~e)(a3 + b3e), 
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a{ +b/e=-(c1 +4ie)(aO+bOe)+ (co+dOe)(a1 +b1e) +(c8 +dae)(a2+b2e) 

-(c2 + d2e)(a3 + b3e ), 

al+ b/e= -(c2 +d2e)(a0 + b0e)- (cs+ d3e)(a1 + b1e)- c0 + d0e)(a2 + b2e) 

+ (c1 + d1e)(a3 + b8e), 

al +bs'e= -(cs+£½e)(a0 + b0e) + (c2+C½e)(a1 + Q1e)-(a1 +b1e)(a2 +b2e) 

Now 

-(c0 +d0e)(a.i+b1e) ............................................. (iv). 

We will discuss certain special positions of two somas. 

CA = c0a0 - c1a 1 - c2a 2 - C3as + ( c1a O + c0a 1 - Csll2 + c2as) i 

+( C2a:i+a1Ca+ Coa2-C1lls)j+ (C3llo-ll1C2 +c1a2+ Coao) k, 

~=M+AA+~-AA+~~-AA+~+d~i 

+(d2b -d8b1-dob2-dib1)j+(dsbo+d2b1-d1b2+dob1) k. 

DA= d 0a0 + d 1a1 + d2a2- d~a3 + ( dia0-doa1 + dsa2 + d 2aa) i 

+ ( '!2ao- daa1 - d2a2- d1a3)j+ ( daao + d2ai - d 1a2 + doas) k, 

CB = C0b0 - C1 b1 -c2b2 - C3b3 + ( CifJo + Col>1 -C8b2 + C2bs) i 

+ C2bo + C8b1 + c0b2-C1bs)j + ( Csbo- cl>1 + C1b2 + col>s) k. 

Therefore if d8=o, then the following re1ation is true : 

~~-~~+~~-~~-~~+~~-w~+~~ 

= {b0a0-c2a2-c3a4+d3b0+d0b0+d1b1 +d2b2} b 3 

- C1 a0 + C0a 1 - C3a 2 + C2a 3 + d 1 b0 - d 0b1 + dibs} b2 

+ { c2a0 + a1C3 + C0a2- C1«3 + dl>0 - d 0h2-dib8} b1 

- { C8a 0-a1c2 +c1(li2+c0a3-d2b1-dib2+d0b3} b0 

- {c0b0-c1b1-c2b2 -c1bs+d0ao-dia1 +d2a2} as 

+ { ci7,0 +c0b1-C3b2+C2bs+d1a0 -doa1 + d2as} ll2 

- { C2b0 + C3b1 + c0b2 - C1bs + d 2ao- d 0a2 + d2a3} ~ 

+ {c3b0-c2b1 + c1b2+c0b3 +d2a 1 -d1a2+ d 0as} a 0 

=O. 

The converse of this is also true. 
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But the relation 

d~ = C12ts - C2U2 + !!if!l_ = O 
tt0 zt0 U0 

means ·that the point (u) lies on the plane whose plane-coordinates are 
(o, C8,-C2, C1), 

Now a rotation represented by the trans formation-equation 

( C: a quaternion) 

is a rotation about a line as its inner axis whose equations are 

The axis passes through the origin of coordinates. The absolute pole 
of the plane whose plane-coordinates are (o, c,-c2 , c1) is the point 
whose point-coordinates are (o, c,,-c3 , c1). But the point (o. Ca,-Ca, c1) 

lies on the axis. Therefore the plane (o, Ca,..,_ C3, c1) intersects ortho
gonally the axis at the origin of coordinates. Thus the motion defined 
by (1) must be composed of the translation by which the plane 
(o, c2,-c2, c1) remains in itself and of the rotation about the axis per
pendicular to the plane (o, Ca, - c2, c1) and passing through the origin. 
When a soma can be brought to another soma by such a motion, the 
somas shall be called ' semisymmetrical ' to each other. 

If d.i=o and moreover c0=o, the following relation is true: 

aa' aa + ai' a1 + az' a2 + aa' as- ( hub'a + bi'b1 + bz' b2+ bs'ba) 

= ( - Caas- C1a1 - C2ll2- <:aaa) aa + ( dal>a + dt b1 + dzl12- daba)aa 

+ (ciao+ Caa1-c~a2+,c2rr,) a 1 + (d/>a-d,a1>1 + dal>2+ d,a1>2) a1 

+ ( Czao+ a1Ca-f-Cof12- Cills) a,~+ (d,zl>o-d,ab1 - dl>2-dl>a) a2 

( cal>a- cil>1 -Ci>2- Caba) bo + ( d 0a0 + d 1l"1. + d2a2- daaa) bo 
\ 

( t:/>o + <·ab1 - Cab2 + C2ba) b1 + ( d 1aa- doa1 + d 3a2 + d 2aa) b1 

( Cl>o + cal>1 + Cob2- Ciba) b2 + ( d2ao-dsai-aaa2- d1a1) b2 

((;,/>0-c2b1 +Cib2+ Caba) ba+ (doao+d2a1-di«2-f d 0aa) ba 

=~~?+~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 

=O 
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In our case, since c0=o, the rotation 

must be a half rotation about the line (v) as its inner axis. For the 
joining line of the initial and final points of the motion cuts the axis 
~f rotation. 

When Q represents a half rotation 

Therefore, in this case, the equation (iii) becomes as follows : 

ao' +bo'e= - (co+d0e)(a0+ b0e) + (c1 + d1i;)(a1 + b1e) + (c2 +d2e)(a2+ b2e) 

+ (ca+ d.ie)(aa + bae), 

a/+ b/e= -(c1 +d;_e)(a0 + b0e)- (c0+ d0i;)' a1 + bie) +(ca+ dae)(a.2+ bie) 

-(~~+ d2e)(aa + bae), 

al+ ble= -(~2 + d2e)(a0 + boe)-(c2 + dae)(a1 + b1e)-(co+doe)(a2+ b2e) 

+ (c1 +d1e)(a1 + b3e), 

al +ba'e= -(c3 +die)(a0 +b0e)+(c2 +d2e)(a1 +bie)-(c1 +d1e)(a2+b2e) 

-(c0 +a:,e)(a.J+ b3e). 

When a soma P can be brought to a soma Q by a half rotation, 
these somas shall be called 'symmetrical ' to each other. 

The totality of the somas which a1e symmetrical to a soma shall 
be called a ' normal net ' of somas. 

Now put 

where 

a0 + b0e = ALYo, 

a1 + b1e = }.LY;_, 

a2+ble = l.A';i, 

ai+b4e = J.LY.;, 

We may take the ratio 
' 

(X) = (X~ : .x;_ : LY; : Xs) 

a'> the coordinates of the soma represented by the biquaternion 
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Conversely the coordinates (a), (b) of the soma can be obtained from 
(X) by giving to A such a value that the coordinates shall satisfy the 
fundamental identity 

(ab)= o. 

For this, it is necessary and sufficient that the imaginary part of 
l 2(XX) should be zero, i.e. 

A.a = X. + X. 
• ,/(XX) ,/(XX) 

..lb.= ( ,/(;X) + y'(-;X)) e: i=o, I, 2, 3, 

with the condition 
(XX) ==I= o. 

When two somas (X) and (X') are symmetrical 

But in the case 
(XX')=o. 

(XX)= o, 

the equation determining a. and b. becomes illusory since 

(XX)= (a+be. a+be)" 

the relation 

indicates that 
(LY)= o 

which 

space. 

origin 

occurs when the point (u) lies on the absolute in the hyperbolic 

In this case, the point ( r, 2(Uot)~1, 2(uoi)lz, 2(UoU)a) to which the 
itit uu ttzt 

is translated in the motion 

becomes a point at infinity which has the coordinates (u). Thus such 
a kind of soma is obtained from the protosoma by a translation of an 
infinite distance from it and by a rotation about axis (inner axis) pass
ing through the origin of coordinates. 'vVe shall define a soma whose 
coordinates satisfy the equation 
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(XX)= o 

an improper soma in the hyperbolic space. 
The figure formed by the totality of the improper somas shall be 

called the soma-absolute in the hyperbolic space. This is a manifold
ness oo 6 and the equation to the soma-absolute is 

(XX)= o. 

If the improper somas defined by the biquaternions A+ B<1 and 
A'+ B' <1 be. obtained by the same translation and by the different rota
tions about the axis passing through the 01 igin, then these somas are 
symmetrical. In fact, in the case (X) and (X') corresponding to 
A+B<1, A' +B'<1 are 

respectively. 
Thus 

Xl = a + ( Uau1 a2u2 + aiu3) o e ---,-- -- ' 
Uo Zto 710 

Xo' = _ arl + S (ao' ?ti _ a/ 1t2 _ al Ui) , 
u 0 u 0 U0 

.,Yi'= al +e (a-lu1 + ao'u2 ~ a/ u3), 

U2 Uo Uo 

-rr1_ 
Ll.3-
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But in our case 

Hence, we have 
(XX')= o. 

The common symmetrical soma ( U) to the three improper somas 
(X), (Y), (Z) is given by the equations 

(UX) = o, 

(UY)= o, 

(UZ) = o. 

The solution of these equations is 

Thus 
Uo: u;_: 2/2: [/2 = IXYZI. 

Xi YiZL 2 

c UU) = .,,Y; :v.; z~ = IXYZl2 

Xa YsZa 

- (XX) (YX) (ZX) 

(XY) ( YY) (ZY) 

(XZ) (YZ) (ZZ) 

= 2(ZY (XZ)(YX). 

When the soma ( U) is p1 oper 

(UU) =I= o, 

hence non of the expression (ZY), (XY), (YX) can vanish. Thus any 
two of the somas (X), (:V), (Z) can not be obtained by the same 
translation. 

vVe can establish one to one correspondence between the totality 
of all somas in the hyperbolic space and the totality of all complex 
points (.or planes) in the elliptic spp.ce. For the sake of clearness we 
shall assume that our soma~space is doubly overlaid. We shall say 
that a soma belongs to the 'upper layer' when it is represented by a 
complex plane, we spall call a soma of the 'lower layer. In this 
representation improper somas ,correspond to the complex points on the 
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absolute in the representing elliptic space. The soma absolute will be 
represented by the absolute in the representing elliptic space. The 
ne·cessary and sufficient condition that two somas of the different layers 
shouid be symmetrical is that the corresponding complex point and 
plane should be in the united position. Therefore the two somas of 
the different layers symmetrical to each other may be represented by 
a complex plane-element (system of a point and a plane through this 
point). 

We shall add that w;_: f½: T½ are the coordinates of the inva
riant-cross in the half rotation ( W) by which a soma is transformed 
into another soma. W4en the motion ( W) is defined by a biquater
nion A+Bo-, we see easily that the point (o, as, a 2, a 1) is invariable for 
the motion 

~II = Af'(.A)-1 ( i ), 

as well as for the motion 

~' I;+ u 
(ii), - rn+r 

consequently for the motion 

~II A~+B 
(iii), -

. .il+B 

Further the point (u0,-u1, -u2, -us) goes to the point (u0 u1 u2 u.1) 
in the motion (ii) and the point (u) is · transformed into the point 
(u0, -ui, -u2, -zts) in the motion (i). Thus, the cross formed by the 
joining of the points (u0, -u1, -zt2, -us) and (u0 zti u2 us) with its abso
lute polar is an invariant figure in the motion (iii). But the coordi
nates of the cross defined by the joining of the points (u0,-it1,-u2,-zt,1) 

and (o, a 3,-ai,-C£1) and its absolute polar is equal to tlie exp1es::,ions 

which are equivalent to 
w;, 

w;. 
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§ 10. 

The Fundamental Somas. 

If we consider three mutually 01 thogonally cutting oriented lines 
--'), ➔ ➔ . 

O.J:;1 0-X;, Ox'; which represent the protosoma, tMn we see that the 
dual coordinates of the protosoma are equal to the ratio (moo). We can 
obtain the three somas represented by the systems of the oriented lines 

- ~ 4-
( OJ:;, Oj{, OX3), 

~ ,➔ -<-
(01X, 02X. OXa), 
~ ~ ➔ 

( OX1, 0~. OXa), 

by the half rotations about the axes OX1, Oz}{, OX.. respectively. The 
dual coordinates of the somas thus obtained are equal to the ratios 

(0100), 

(oorr), 

(0001) 

tespectively. These somas aud the protosoma are symmetrical to each 
other. We shall define the somas 

(rooo), 

(0100), 

(0010), 

(ooor) 

the ' fundamental somas ' as in the case of the elliptic space. 
The fundamental somas are analogous to the edge crosses of a 

fundamental orthogonal tetrahedron in the hyperbolic space. 

§ 11. 

The Transformation Groups of Soma-space 
in the Hyperbolic Space. 

The group of the dual projective geometry contains 30 essential 
parameters and is isomorphic with the 30-parametric group of the com
plex space : it is made by t.wo parts @30, ~ 30• 
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The transformations of &j30 form no group as a succession of two 
of them makes a transformation of @30 The general transformation 
of @10 is 

X/ = (A1,X), i=o, 

Let (X), (Y), (Z), (T) be the dual coordinates of any four somas of 
a one dimensional soma chain defined by the equation of the form 

(a, b; real numbers) 

and (R), (S) be those of any two somas which do not belong to any 
normal net of somas with any two of them. And consider the ratio 

(X.YZT) = IRSXZI : IRSXTI . 
JRSYZI JRSYTI 

This shall be called the dual double ratio of the four somas (X), 
(Y), (Z), (T). The dual double ratio of any four somas of a one
dimensional soma chain is an invariant for the transformations of @30• 

The transformation of &j30 has the form 

This may evidently be obtained from the general transformation 
of @80, combined with the single transformation 

X.' = .x;,, 

where Xt means the conjugate complex number to .x;,. The soma 
represented by (X) is obtained from the protosoma by the translation 
represented, and by the rotation same with that of the soma represented 
by (X). 

By the general transformation of the group @30, every normal net 
of somas is transformed into a normal net of somas. 

There is another sort of transformation called 'dual correlation,' 
where by the dual coordinates of a soma of one layer are expressed 
as linear homogeneous functions of those of a soma of the other layer 
the determinant of the transformation being different from zero. Such 
a transformation may clearly be obtained from the combination of the 
group @30 and 

..:Y/ = [!.. 
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This is merely to replace each soma of one layer by the soma of the 
other layer coincident with it. In the representing space, the ttans
formation is the replacing of the absolute pole and polar plane with 
respect to the absolute. 

There is another kind of transformation called " dual anticollinea-
1:-ion expressed by the equation 

X.' = (A, U). 

This is composed by a transformation of the dual collineation together 
with a transformation 

U' = U. 

@30 has a group @15 which are formed from ths transformation of 
the form 

i=o,r,2,3, 

where A,,: real. 

By this transformation, a soma obtained from the protosoma by the 
rotation about the origin is transformed into another soma. For, in 
the case of such somas whose coordinates (.X) are all real, the corres
ponding coordinates (X') are also all real. 

Next, let us consider the orthogonal transformations of so mas by 
which the improper somas are transformed into other improper somas. 
These form a mixed groC1ps @12, 4112 with 12 essential parameters. The 
transformations of @12 have the form 

X'=AXB. 

And the transformations of 4112 have the form 

X'= AXB. 

The group @12 can be decomposed into two permutable groups @6, @1
6, 

which are defined by the equations: 

and 

.X' = AZ, 

_,y, = ZB. 

@6 is the group of motion in the hyperbolic space. 
A hyperbolic motion may be represented by the biquaternion 
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Q= -(ao+bos) +(a1 + b1s) z"-(ai+bis)j+(a3 +b3e) k 

=-Xo+Xt z"-X2j+.X:1 k, 

as it was already notic~d. 
We shall call the special points on the absolute whose coordinates 

are 

and 

as its north and south poles. 
If we consider the special case in which 

or 

then we see that 

Thus the motion 

is that by which the north pole remains unchanged. Such motions 
form . a group @4 with four essential parameters. The transformation 
of @4 takes the form : 

Q = -(a0 +b0s)+(ai. +b1s) z"-s(ai +b1s)j+ (a:i+b3e) k 

= -Xo+Xiz"-sXij+Xak 

@4 has a subgroup @3 whose transformation is represented by the 

Q =-a0+a1 i~s ad+s b3 k. 

@4 contains also a subgroup {l3 whose transformation is 

Q = -a0 +a1z"+bd+aak, 

@4 contains a subgroup @2• with two essential parameters. The 
transformation of the group is expressed by the biquatemion 

Q =-(a0+b0 e)+(a:i+b3 s) k 

=-Xo+Xsk. 
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By this motion, the north and south poles remains fixed. 
@2 contains a continuous group ®1 and a mixed group § 1 with 

one essential parameter. 
A motion Included in @1 shall be called. the rotation about the 

axis of the space. 
A motion included in § 1 shall be called the sliding along the axis 

of the space. 
A translation of @1 may be represented by the quaternion 

A transfo1mation of § 1 is represented by the biquaternion 

Q =-a0 +b3e k 

= -r-"Yo+,LY:~ k. 

SECTION II. 

The Soma-manifoldness in the Hyperbolic Space, 

The soma manifoldness in the hyperbolic space may be discussed, 
as in the case of the elliptic space. Consider a som-manifoldness whose 
coordinates (X) are linearly dependent on that n+ I different fixed 
somas (X<0l), (X(llJ ... (X<"l), i.e. 

a. : all real. 

We shall define the soma-manifoldness an n-dimensional sorna
chain.' The somas (X<0l) ... (X<nl) shall be called the 'bases' of the 
soma-chain. The fundamental soma-chains are one-, two-, three
dimensional soma-chains. We shall use the notation C,. to denote an 
n-dimensional soma-chain. Any n+ I somas of C,. 

may be taken as its bases, provided that 
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If of two families of somas of different layers each consists of all 
the somas which are symmetrical to all the somas of the other, then 
the both families are soma-chains. We shall call the soma-chain ar
ranged to pair 'reciprocal soma chain' to each other. 

§ 12. 

The One-dimensional Soma-chain. 

The one dimensional soma-chain has the equations 

(i=o, r, 2, 3) 

a1 b : all real. 

Every C1 has at least one pair of real sornas which are symmetrical 
to each other. These somas shall be called 'principal somas' of C1 

Now we will p1ove the existen~e of such soma'l. 
If the somas (ay+bz) and (a'y+b'z) of C1 be symmetrical, then 

they must satisfy the equation 

(ay+bz, a'y+b'z) = o. 
Or 
aa' {(rJ'rY)-(eYeJ')} + (ab' +a'b){(rYrZ)-(i;;Jtaz)} + bb' {(rZ..z)- (ez.z)} =O, 

aa' (rJ'eJ') =O, 

where rYi, eY. are the coefficients of the units r and e respectively. 
Let Y,, and z. be the conjugate imaginary numbers to ~ and Z,, 

respectively, then the equations take the forms 

aa'(YY)+(aa'+a'b)(YZ)+bb'(ZZ) = o, 

aa'( YY) +(ab+' a' b)( YZ) + bb'(ZZ) = o 

We see Y.;,, ~ correspond to r~, .. ~ in the equation for 

(1). 
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the dete1mination of the principal somas of c;_ in the elliptic space. 
Thus we see that the equation which is obtained by the elimination 
of a': b' from the equation (i) has 1cal roots and they are distinct. 

In general, one of the principal somas is not the somas which is 
obtained from the other by the half rotation about one of the three 
oriented lines which rep1esents the latter soma. In this special case, 
by taking the principal somas of the c;_ as the fundamental somas 
(1000), (0100), the equation of the c; may be reduced into its canon
ical form' 

Xo = o, 

.,-Y; = a(p+qe), 

~•= t(r+se), 

Such c;_ may be generated by a cross-chain whose equations are 

.,.Yi_= o, 

x~ = a(p +qe), 

Xa = b (r+'ss). 

The half rotations of the soma defined hy the fundamental ortho-
gonal tetrahedron about every cross of this C1 give a soma-chain 

X 0 = o, 

Xr = a,p+qs), 

.,.-y; = b (r+ss), 

.,.z.i = o. 

§ 13. 

The Two-dimensional Soma-chain, 

The simplest two dimensional system of somas is the two-dimen
sional soma-chain. This is made of all the somas which have the 
coordinates linearly dependent with real coefficients on those of the 
three given somas, i.e. 

p Xi= aYz+bZ,+cw; 

In the case 

(z"=o, I, 2, 3). 
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l YZW) =l= o, 

the soma (in the lower layer) represented by the equation 

Ui.= }'.; Yi Y. 
Z, Zt.. z. 
w; T½ z. 

is the soma which is symmetrical to all the somas of the soma-chain. 
This soma ( U) shall be called the ' nucleus ' of the C2• 

The soma-chain will be represented by all the complex points of 
the representing complex space, and the nucleus the complex plane. 

§ 14. 

The Three-dimensional Soma-chain. 

The soma-chain of three dimensions is the system of somas whose 
coordinates (X) are linearly dependent on that of the four somas ( Y), 
(Z), (T), (W) with real coefficients a, b, c, d, i.e. 

Case r. 
I YZTW I =j= 0. 

This system is represented by all the complex points of the 1ep
resenting space. 

The somas which are represented by the totality of the points of 
the real domain of the representing space will generate a soma-chain 
complex. The reciprocal soma-chain in the lower layer will have the 
equations 

pr/4=P }'.;Yt,Y +q ~ Zx. z. +r w; w,, 1iV. +s z; Ti. T. 
z, z,, z. w; w,,w. z; T,, T. }'.; Y1,, Y. 
w; w,.,w. z; T,, T. }'.; Y,, Y. w:i w,.w. 

We can p10ve that there are four somas in a soma-chain which 
coincide with those of its reciprocal soma-chain as in the case of the 
elliptic space. When they are obtained from one of these somas by 
the half rotations about every one of the three mutually orthogonally 
interesting oriented lines which present this soma, by taking these somas 
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as the fundamental somas the equations to the soma-chain may be 
reduced to its canonical forms 

pXo = a(t0 +s0 e), 

p X1 = b(t1+s1 e), 

pX2 = c(t2 +s2 e), 

p x;, = d(t&+s3 e).. ..................... (i), 

where a, b, c, d are real numbers. 
There are two specially interesting cases. 

(I) 

(II) 

t0 : s0 = tj : sj, t1., : s3 = ti : Sz ; 

t0 : s0 = t1 : s1 = t2 : s~ = t4 : s3 

In the case (I), the soma of the soma-chain (1) is transformed into 
another soma of the same soma-chain by any rotation about .x;-axis. 

In fact, if 

then the soma 
p X 0 = a(t0+ s0 e), 

pX1 = b(t1+s1 s), 

p .){"z = c(t2 + s2 e), 

is transformed by a rotation about .:i:1 - axis ( as its inner axis) to the 
soma 

Or 

T Xo' = -cli(t0 + e s0) + clt1 + e s1), 

T X/=-c1(t0 +ss0)-c0(t1+s s1), 

T LYi,1 = - co(t2 + e s2)- c1(t3 + e s&), 

T LY;'= -c1(t2+ e s2)-c0(t3 + e s3). 

T Xo' = (-c0 +c1)(t+es), 

T Xi'= (-c1-c0)(t-es), 

TX/~ (-c0-c1)(t+es), 

T Xl = (-c0-c2)(t+e s). 

In this case (II), the soma-ch,ain remains unchanged by the rota
tion about the origin. Let 
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represents the rotation about the origin, then the soma 

pXo = a(t0 +e s0), 

p X1 = b(t1 +e s1), 

pX2 = c(t2+e s2) 

p .X'l = d(t'l+e s3). 

is ti ansformed by this motion into the soma 

1Xo' =-CoXo+ Ci.Xi+ c;.,.y-;+ CsXa, 

LY/ =;=- C1 Xo- Co Xi+ Ci~- C2 .,-Yi, 

A .14' = - C2 Xo - c'l .,.Y;_ - Co .x:i + c;_ LY-i, 

). Xa' =- C'l Xi- C2 Xi- C2 X2- Co X'l 

J.Xo' = (c0+c1 +c2 +c3)(t+e s), 

). X/ = (-c1-c0 +c'l-c2)(t+e s), 
I 

). .14' = (-c2-C3-c0+ci)(t+e s), 

). X.' = (-c3+c2-c1-c0)(t+ es). 

The soma-chain (X') is the same with the soma-chain (X). 
Case II. 

\XZWT\ =o. 

But ( Y), (Z), ("W), (T) are not linearly dependent with real coefficients 
k, l, m, n, i.e 

kY,+lZ,+mW,, +nT. =I= o, 

In this case, we have a soma which is symmetrical to all the somas 
of the soma-chain, i.e. 

l/2= Y, Y. Y,, 
-0ZsZp, 

w; liV. w;, 
whe1e ijsp is a permutation of the figures o, r, 2, 3. Conversely, we 
can prove that every soma which is symmetrical to the soma ( U) may 
be expressed in this form. Therefore if we take ( U) as the protosoma, 
then the equations of the chain may be written in the f01m 
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pXo= 0 

pXi = aYi+bZ1+cTi_+dVJ7i, 

p x; = a~+b2;+c7;+dWz, 

p Xi = aY;;+bZa+c7;+dWa. 


